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OVERARCHING GOAL: INTENTION
• The goal of statutory interpretation ‘is to give the words of a statutory provision the 

meaning that the legislature is taken to have intended them to have’ (Project Blue Sky)
- Ordinarily, the legal meaning ‘will correspond with the grammatical meaning’. But not 

aways. (Project Blue Sky)
- but not always (Project Blue Sky)

- in order to derive this intention, one must consider text, context of the words 
and propose of the statute (Project Blue Sky)

STEP 1: TEXT
• First, one must consider what is the ‘ordinary and grammatical meaning’ of the words 

and phrases ‘having regard to their context and legislative purpose’ (Momcilovic)
• a court ‘must strive to give meaning to every word of the provision’ (Project Blue Sky)
• can use dictionary meaning (Evans)

• is presumed that words are used consistently throughout an Act (unless there are contrary 
definitions made explicit) + if Parliament uses a different word whee the same word could have 
been used, it is assumed that that word has a different meaning (Gleeson CJ extra-curially)

STEP 2: CONTEXT + PURPOSE
• One must now look at context of the words + purpose of the statute (Project Blue Sky)

- These are integrated concepts 
• context is given its widest possible meaning  (Cooper Brookes)

- This includes the mischief which ‘one may discern the statute was intended to remedy’ (CIC 
Insurance).
- As well as the general purpose + policy of the provision (Cooper Brookes)

• The preferred interpretation is the one which ‘would best achieve the purpose or object of 
the Act’ (s 15AA).

- It is irrelevant whether or not this is expressly stated in the Act (s 15AA).

There are a number of contextual considerations that help inform purpose.
Reading the statute as a whole
• One must look at the ways in which individual statutory words + phrases interact with the rest of 

the statute (Project Blue Sky) 
• It is assumed that a statute is viewed as a coherent whole (Project Blue Sky)

- Assumptions
- Parliament enacts statutes so as to achieve some outcome in the real world
- Statutes are coherent + all their parts go towards this goal
- Statutory provisions are to be construed in a manner ‘consistent with the language and 

purpose of all the provisions of the statute’ (Project Blue Sky)
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• looking at the broader phrase in which that word appears may help inform its meaning (Project 
Blue Sky)

• where two provisions conflict
- Will often have to determine ‘which is the leading provision + which the subordinate 

provision’ and consequently which provision will be given supremacy (Project Blue Sky)
- Thus, the meaning of the provisions will need to be adjusted to ‘best give effect to the 

purpose + language of those provisions while maintaining the unity of all the statutory 
provisions’ (Project Blue Sky)

• to help me (from textbook)
- statutes are often designed in such a way that many statutory provisions interact with each 

other to achieve a certain legal effect
- should look at what is contained in the rest of the statute (intrinsic materials)

- e.g if the punish for a section is severe, court might reasons to construe the phrase 
narrowly, as it is not reasonable to conclude that Parliament intended to expose trivial 
forms of the phrase

Legislative history + change
• ‘a statutory text is necessarily influenced in its meaning by the contemporary statutory 

context in which it continues to speak’ (Gageler extra-judicially)
- ‘words incorporated into a statute at a particular time are not frozen at the point of 

incorporation but take (+ can change) their meaning so as to best fit the changing statutory 
landscape’ (Gageler extra-judicially)

• may look at events that led to the enactment of the statute
- e.g a law reform commission report, or statements made by judges

- legislation might be enacted to change the law, by overruling the way in which it has 
been developed by judges

• this historical evidence is sometimes described as the ‘mischief rule’

Evidence of purpose
• recently, HC has emphasised that purpose resides in the statute (Momcilovic)

- court should not speculate about the objectives that Parliament had in mind
- rather, in seeking to understand what the statute means, we start first with the 

intrinsic materials
- e.g

- long title
- a preamble, or introductory sentence
- sometimes, statutes will specifically state their purpose (typically found in objects 

provisions)
- objects provisions inform the meaning of other, operative provisions in the statute

Difficulties in using purpose
• Determining at what level of generality (or specificity) a statute’s purpose should be expressed 
• general purpose of an Act may differ from the purpose of individual provisions 
• Few Acts pursue only a single purpose 
• In some cases, Parliament may have been deliberately silent on purpose of a statute
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Extrinsic material
• another useful guide for purpose
• A court can consider extrinsic material (s 15AB(1))

- To confirm that the preferred interpretation is the ordinary meaning conveyed by the 
text, context and purpose (s 15AB(1)(a)) or

- to determine the meaning when:
- ‘the provision is ambiguous or obscure’ (s 15AB(1)(a)(i)) or
- the ordinary meaning, considering text + purpose, ‘leads to a result that is manifestly 

absurd or is unreasonable’ (s 15AB(1)(a)(ii))
- However, the HC now emphasises that extrinsic material can always be considered, 

even if the ordinary, natural meaning of the statutory text is very clear (CIC Insurance Ltd)
• includes

- second reading speech (s 15AB(2))
- explanatory memoranda (s 15AB(2))
- other things said in the course of parliamentary debate, about the relevant bill (s 15AB(2))
- statements of compatibility assessing the effect of the statute on human rights (will often 

appear as part of the explanatory memorandum) (s 15AB(2))
- ‘any relevant report of a Royal Commission, Law Reform Commission, committee of inquiry 

or other similar body that was laid before either House of the Parliament before the time 
when the provision was enacted’ (s 15AB(2))

• limitations of extrinsic material
- It is generally agreed that extrinsic materials can only be used as a guide to the meaning of 

the statute + not treated as if it is part of the statute itself  (Alcan (NT) Alumina)
- Does not have legal force

- Extrinsic material is unlikely to sway the court’s conclusion about the legal meaning 
of a statute if the views expressed in that material do not marry up with the words 
used on the page (Alcan (NT) Alumina)
- ‘historical considerations and extrinsic materials cannot be relied on to displace the 

clear meaning of the text’ (Alcan (NT) Alumina)
- views expressed in extrinsic material will never suffice to rebut statutory presumptions

Consequences of interpretation/ Potential drafting errors
• Courts may consider the legal and practical consequences that will arise if they adopt a 

particular interpretation of the provision 
- This might lead the court to conclude that Parliament must have intended the statute to 

mean something different 
• golden rule of construction: ordinary, natural meaning of the statutory text may sometimes 

produce an absurd result (Adler)
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Principle of legality
• The presumption is that, in the absence of clear and unequivocal language, Parliament 

will not have intended to interfere with ‘common law rights and freedoms’ (Momcilovic). 
• The rights, freedoms and immunities protected have been often been qualified as being 

‘fundamental’ (Momcilovic).
- However, the ‘fundamental’ requirement has been considered imperfect, questioning 

whether it should be adopted at all (Momcilovic).
- These common law rights and freedoms have properly been described as ‘constitutional 

rights’ (Momcilovic)

- ‘principle protects, within constitutional limits, commonly accepted ‘rights’ + 
freedoms’ (Momcilovic)

Scope of PoL?
• protection offered is not confined to rights, privileges + immunities (Scope open to 

debate)
- reference to ‘fundamental principles’ + ‘the general system of law’ + ‘rights’ (Potter)
- extended the principle to ‘the accusatorial nature of the criminal justice system’ (X7)
- ‘what would otherwise have been tortious conduct’ (Coco)
- it ‘is not confined to the protection of rights, freedoms or immunities that are hard-edged of 

long standing or recognised + enforceable or otherwise protected at CL’ (Lee)
- but ‘extends to the protection of fundamental principles + systematic values’ (Lee)

- on the other hand, Gageler subsequently said 
- ‘Outside its application to established categories of protected CL rights + 

immunities, that principle must be approached with caution’ (Today FM (Sydney))
- ‘The principle should not be extended to create a CL penumbra around constitutionally 

imposed structural limitations on legislative power’ (Today FM (Sydney))
• examples

- The principle ‘applies to the rules of procedural fairness in the exercise of statutory 
power’ (Momcilovic)

- CL presumption of innocence in criminal proceedings (Momcilovic)
- freedom of speed (Hogan)
- privilege against self-incrimination (X7)
- continuation of native title rights in the face of alleged extinguishment (Akiba)
- liberty of the subject (NA Aboriginal Justice Agency)

Whether the provision can be interpreted as infringing upon a right?
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